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Abstract—Smartphones have made their inroads in enterprise
environment, manifested in the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
policy: More employees are bringing their own smartphones
to work and are using them to access enterprise information
assets. The susceptibility of smartphones to mobile malware
makes them a liability in enterprise network security. The
dilemma between responsiveness to security incidents and con-
venience/cost-effectiveness demands BYOD security solutions be-
yond the straightforward all-inclusive full-scanning or uniformly
random sampling approaches. In this paper, we propose a
carefully planned but otherwise random, or strategic, sampling
approach out of this dilemma. Strategic sampling provides a
balance between security responsiveness and cost effectiveness
by identifying and periodically sampling those representative
smartphones (security-wise): Epidemic smartphone malware can
be more efficiently detected than in the uniformly random
approach, while the sampling is less annoying and intrusive
for most users than the all-inclusive approach. Smartphones’
security representativeness is measured by the unique traits of
smartphones: co-location communication channels in addition to
the cellular links, readily available connectivity information, and
regular mobility/connectivity pattern of users in the enterprise
environment. The probabilities used in strategic sampling are
derived from a lottery tree that reflects the smartphones’ repre-
sentativeness. We validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed strategic sampling via simulations driven by publicly
available, real-world collected traces.

Index terms—Enterprise network, lottery tree, smartphone se-
curity, social network, strategic sampling, probabilistic algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

With recent report of approximately 1.3 million new An-

droid devices being activated worldwide everyday [1], smart-

phones have made inroads in enterprise environment, mani-

fested in the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policy. While

this policy appeals to employees’ convenience and employers’

budgets, smartphones, which are susceptible to abuses such

as the Dream Droid mobile malware [2], can be used to

compromise an otherwise secure enterprise network. Figure 1

illustrates one such example.

To prevent such security breaches, BYOD smartphones

need to be checked for vulnerabilities and malware infec-

tions, like their traditional desktop or laptop counterparts. A

straightforward approach is to periodically check all BYOD

smartphones. However, this has a number of issues: Running

constantly scanning anti-malware software on smartphones
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Fig. 1: A susceptible smartphone may be used to compromise an otherwise
secure enterprise network. Due to BYOD, malware can be smuggled into
the enterprise network through a susceptible smartphone without the owner’s
awareness.

is too costly energy-wise; checking all the smartphones is

inconvenient for both the employees and the employer. This

security dilemma for BYOD smartphones calls for innovative

solutions that balance between security responsiveness and

cost effectiveness.

In this paper, we propose a carefully planned but otherwise

random sampling approach to address the aforementioned

security dilemma. We call such method strategic sampling.

More specifically, BYOD smartphones will be periodically,

randomly sampled (i.e., subject to malware scanning) by

probabilities commensurable to their representativeness in the

enterprise network: If the owner of a smartphone shares similar

interests or frequently meets with other BYOD employees, this

smartphone is representative in the enterprise network and,

therefore, is more likely to be sampled. Strategic sampling

is less intrusive when comparing with the all-inclusive full-

scanning approach, and can detect security incidents more

promptly than a naive uniform random sampling.

The contributions of this paper are three-fold. First, we iden-

tify a few BYOD smartphones’ threats to enterprise network

security based on the unique characteristics of smartphones.

Second, we introduce a method to measure smartphones’

(security) representative in an enterprise network based on

their owners’ interests and the co-location logs on these

smartphones. Third, we propose to use strategic sampling to

address the BYOD smartphone security problem, which bal-

ances between security responsiveness and cost effectiveness;
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the probabilities used for strategic sampling are derived from

a lottery tree that reflects the smartphones’ representativeness.

We validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed

strategic sampling via simulations driven by publicly available,

real-world collected traces.

II. THREAT MODEL

The new threats from the BYOD malware are tied with the

unique characteristics of the smartphones. Two defining char-

acteristics of smartphones emerge as the market expands: di-

verse connectivity capabilities and rich auxiliary information.

New generations of smartphones are shipped with short-range

connectivity technologies (e.g., Wi-Fi, NFC, and Bluetooth) in

addition to traditional cellular telecommunication technology

(e.g., 3G). The recent convergence to a few dominating mobile

software platforms (e.g., iOS and Android) greatly eases mo-

bile application development by providing standard interfaces

to access information stored on the smartphone (e.g., contact

list and location information). Based on these characteristics,

the malware will comprehensively exploit the feasible attack

vectors on the smartphones.

A commonly used mobile malware propagation channel is

through inadvertently downloading and installing a malware-

infected application by unsuspecting users. This malware

attack vector is the most effective one in practice as demon-

strated by numerous recent malware attacks (e.g., Dream

Droid [2] and DroidKungfu [3]). However, the centralized

nature of this propagation channel is also the “Achilles’ heel”

of this kind of malware.

Triggered by the diverse connectivity capabilities of the

smartphones, two additional types of attack vectors on the

smartphones, proximity propagation [4, 5] and co-location

attack [6], should be taken into consideration. In proximity

propagation, the malware propagates through a direct (e.g.,

Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Direct, and Bluetooth) communication channel in

close physical proximity. It is demonstrated to be a promising

alternative to the centralized paradigm. The absence of a single

point of failure in the proximity paradigm is especially desir-

able for malware’s survival. Moreover, the recent development

of direct local link-based applications, including games (e.g.,

Flight Control and Real Racing on iOS), file sharing (Goomeo

on WindowsMobile), and social network applications (Bump

on iOS), opens more opportunities for this type of attack

vector. The feasibility of this attack vector is also confirmed

by recent development of jailbreak technology (e.g., PDF file

exploit on iOS) on the smartphone platform [7]. Therefore,

the proximity propagation model can be viewed as the second

feasible attack vector for BYOD smartphones.

The third feasible attack vector, co-location attack, is

through the indirect local connections (e.g., connecting

through the same Wi-Fi Access Point). Recently reported

attack techniques [6, 8] show that Wi-Fi co-location (i.e.,

smartphones associated with the same Wi-Fi access point at

the same time) is a feasible malware injection channel. An

example attack is the ARP-poisoning-based man-in-the-middle

attack [6]. Besides the existing threats and attacks, these three

attack vectors also cover and characterize the possible attack

models of the zero-day threat on the BYOD smartphones.

For the attacking phase, the infected smartphone, which

can reach the targets, e.g., isolated enterprise networks or

enterprise networks with strict access control, could become a

wormhole to the target network, or directly bring the malicious

payload to the target network. In an example attack scenario,

the bot-master may connect to a backdoor on the smartphone

through the Wi-Fi/Cellular interface, inject the malicious pay-

load through the USB interface to the enterprise network, and

bypass the access control mechanisms. The feasibility of the

wormhole capability has been proven by third-party tethering

applications (e.g., PdaNet for Android) [9].

In this paper, we focus on the infection and interaction of

mobile elements (i.e. smartphones) in the investigations. In

reality, a malware with hybrid infection capabilities (i.e. infect

both smartphones and static computers) will be more effective

to achieve the attack goals. However, the malware propagation

and detection in the static computer network part in this hybrid

environment would not bring significant differences to the

existing research. Therefore, we omit this part in the discussion

and focus on the investigation of BYOD smartphone sampling.

III. DESIGN

BYOD smartphones need to be periodically checked for

their risk to the enterprise’s information assets. In this section,

we present strategic sampling as a solution that shares the

effectiveness of universal checking (check all the smartphones)

and the efficiency of random sampling (sample the smart-

phones with equal probabilities). Strategic sampling consists

of three components: 1) comprehensive social topology extrac-

tion; 2) social-aware lottery tree formation; 3) strategic sample

selection.

A. Comprehensive Social Topology Extraction

Social connections between BYOD employees can be repre-

sented by a social graph, with nodes representing the employ-

ees and links between nodes representing social connections.

For example, two BYOD employees who are in the same

department or the liaisons between two departments may share

a link. Intuitively, social connections have different strength.

Concretely, we derive the social connection strength from

two BYOD-specific sources: 1) Wi-Fi co-location logs from

enterprise access points (APs); 2) smartphone owner’s interests

reflected by installed apps.

Co-location log interpretation. Smartphone users’ mobility

and social connections have patterns [10]: Social closeness,

reflected by the presence and frequency of future contact

opportunities, can be estimated from past connections cap-

tured by enterprise Wi-Fi APs or location-based services like

Foursquare and Google Latitude [11].

In an enterprise IT environment, association and deassoci-

ation events of BYOD devices with enterprise Wi-Fi APs are

logged and readily available for processing. More specifically,

connectivity log captures the temporal order and duration

of a smartphone’s connection with APs. A connectivity log

consists of entries with three fields: start timestamp (ST), end

timestamp (ET), and access point identifier (APID).

From connectivity logs, a metric, reachability, can be de-

rived to estimate how soon a smartphone can expect to reach

others. Given a pair of connectivity log instances, la and lb,
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for two different smartphones, we can find, within the time

window [t−w, t], the temporal intervals during which the two

smartphones are co-located. We can define the reachability,

r(a, b), to be the expected waiting time of the next encounter,

computed by:

r(a, b) =

∫ tk+1

e1

g(m)dm/w =

k
∑

i=1

(ti+1 − ei)
2/2w. (1)

Here, we assume the common temporal intervals of la and lb
in the time window [t − w, t] to be [t1, e1], . . ., [tk, ek], and

tk+1 = t1 + w. At a particular moment, m (t1 ≤ m ≤ tk+1),

the waiting time, g(m), until the next encounter of the two

smartphones is: 0 when the smartphones are co-located; and

minti≥m(ti − m) otherwise. As a special case, if the two

smartphones are not co-located during [t − w, t], we define

their reachability to be +∞.

Closeness information abstraction. We can further augment

the reachability metric based on the similarities of users’

interests. Sociology studies suggest that individuals with sim-

ilar interests tend to share information more often [12]. This

has been confirmed by studies on the relationship between

mobility patterns and users’ interests [13]. On the other hand,

users with similar interests are susceptible to similar vulner-

abilities. An BYOD employee’s interests can be represented

by a point in an m-dimensional interest space, with each

dimension representing a different topic and the projection on

that dimension representing the level of interest in that topic.

From the install apps on a BYOD employee’s smartphone, the

interest in each of the pre-specified topics can be estimated. We

use cosine similarity [14] to measure the similarity of interests

of two BYOD employees, a and b (let Va and Vb be a and b’s
points in the interest space, respectively):

s(a, b) = cos(θ) =

∑n

i=1 (Va)i · (Vb)i
√

∑n

i=1 ((Va)i)
2 ·

√

∑n

i=1 ((Vb)i)
2
. (2)

We combine reachability and interest similarity by weighted

sum to derive the closeness on a social link. More specifically,

closeness c(a, b) is the weighted sum of the similarity metrics

and the multiplicative inverse of the reachability: c(a, b) =
α · s(a, b)+ (r(a, b))

−1
, with α being a system parameter de-

pending. Closeness reflects the similarity in the vulnerabilities

(and, hence, the risk to the enterprise information assets) of

two BYOD smartphones.

B. Social-aware Lottery Tree Formation

Best-friend identification. Enterprise social networks are

often clustered. If we rank the persons that an employee meet

in the company by frequencies, the top few are relatively

stable. For example, the top contacts may be the employee’s

team/office mate or boss. For convenience, we call these

top contacts the friends of the employee. Inspired by this

observation, given an enterprise social graph, we define the

best friend of a node a to be the node b that is most close

to a, i.e., has the largest closeness value; this is denoted by

b = BF (a). In case of a tie, we use the minimal node ID (or

consistently using some arbitrary criterion) to break the tie.

The directed link from a to b is the best-friend link.

Algorithm 1 Strategic Sampling Process

1: Calculate r(a, b), s(a, b), and c(a, b) for each link (a, b);
2: Identify b = BF (a) for each node a and construct the tree;
3: Calculate Sa =

∑
b∈N(a) c(a, b) for each node a;

4: Calculate ST =
∑

a∈T
Sa;

5: WeightCalculation (root, tree);
6: Sample node a with probability Qa∑

i∈E
Qi

;

7: Mark sub(a) as sampled if node a is selected;

8: procedure WEIGHTCALCULATION(i, sub(i))
9: if chd(i) = ∅ then Qi = f( Si

ST
);

10: else
11: for each node l ∈ chd(i) do
12: WeightCalculation(l, sub(l));
13: end for;
14: Calculate Ssub(i) =

∑
l∈sub(i) Sl;

15: Calculate Qi = f(
Ssub(i)

ST
)−

∑
l∈chd(i) f(

Ssub(l)

ST
);

16: end if;

17: end procedure

Therefore, each node has at most one best friend out-link,

but may have multiple best-friend in-link. From the best-friend

links, we construct a lottery tree based on best-friend links

as follows. Due to the stability of a node’s best friend, the

lottery tree requires few updates after construction.

Node placement and subtree formation. For a node a, if

b = BF (a), and BF (b) 6= a, then b is the parent of a
in the lottery tree. Therefore, for any node, its number of

direct descendants (children) depends on the number of best-

friend in-links, which partially reflect the importance (security

representativeness) of the node in the social topology.

For the case where b = BF (a) and a = BF (b), the number

of best-friend in-links is used to break the tie: The node with

the larger number of best-friend in-links will be the parent

node; the parent will then become a child of the root of the

lottery tree, i.e., a level-1 decedent of the root. The root of the

lottery tree is a virtual node that links all the subtrees of the

level-1 decedents together.

Property 1 (Loop-Freeness) There is no loop in the best-

friend chain: If b = BF (a) and u = BF (b), a can not be

BF (u).
Proof: The closeness metric is symmetric: c(a, b) > c(b, a).
b = BF (a) implies c(a, b) > c(a, u) (or c(a, b) = c(a, u)
and IDb < IDu). a = BF (u) implies c(a, u) > c(b, u)
(or c(a, u) = c(b, u) and IDa < IDb). These implications

contradict with u = BF (b), which implies c(b, u) > c(a, b)
(or c(a, b) = c(a, u) = c(b, u) and IDu < IDa). Therefore, a

best-friend loop among three or more nodes cannot exist.

By Property 1, the structure constructed by the above rule

is indeed a tree, i.e., a single-parented acyclic graph.

C. Strategic Sample Selection

The sampling probability should be assigned according to

the representativeness of each BYOD smartphone. The repre-

sentativeness depends on two factors: 1) relative importance

in the social topology; 2) diversity based on clustering.

Each node’s individual relative importance in the social

topology is reflected by the closeness degree centrality, which

is the sum of all the closeness values on the social links
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from this node: Sa =
∑

b∈N(a) c(a, b). Intuitively, a owner

of smartphone a with large Sa shares similar interests and

meets with many other BYOD employees. Such a smartphone

has a higher chance of being infected by their contacts, which

makes it a good candidate for sampling.

Since the lottery tree is constructed based on the best-

friend relationship, nodes in the different subtrees are more

intuitively farther away from each other than nodes in the same

subtrees. On the other hand, for a larger and more socially

active group/subtree, it is desirable to assign larger sampling

probability to this group/subtree, since they are more likely to

be infected through frequent contacts. Therefore, in addition

to the closeness degree centrality, the sampling probabilities

should reflect a node’s placement in the tree to achieve the

social group diversity.

In our design, the sampling probability of any root of

a subtree will be pushed up according to the total rela-

tive importance of the nodes in that subtree, defined by

the sum of the closeness degree centrality: Ssub(a) =
∑

i∈sub(a)

∑

b∈N(i) c(i, b). The following property reflects the

intuitively desirable features described above.

Property 2 (Social-Representativeness) The sampling prob-

ability Qa of a node a should satisfy:

1) If Sa increased to S′
a, then Qa(Sa) < Qa(S

′
a);

2) If Sa = Sb and Ssub(a) > Ssub(b), then Qa > Qb.

The first clause in Property 2 ensures that sampling prob-

abilities reflect the relative importance in the social topology.

The second clause in Property 2 promotes the diversity based

on the group structure: Larger Ssub(a) leads to larger sampling

probability. However, we also don’t want the sampling prob-

ability of the root of the subtree to increase too fast because

of Ssub(a), since that will make the smartphones on the leaf

positions highly unlikely to be selected for sampling and,

hence, make them ideal targets for an attacker.

To balance the relative importance and diversity require-

ments formalized by Property 2, we use a strictly convex

function f(x) in assigning sampling probabilities: f(x) =
β · x(1+δ) + (1 − β) · x. Here, β ∈ [0, 1] and δ ∈ (0,+∞)
are configurable system parameters. We design the sampling

probability assignment for node a as follows:

Qa = f(
Ssub(a)

ST

)−
∑

l∈chd(a)

f(
Ssub(l)

ST

) (3)

Here, ST is the sum of the closeness degree centrality of

all the nodes in a tree T , chd(a) includes all children of a.

There are two spacial cases in this process. First is the virtual

root, its sampling probability is 0. Second, if node a is a leaf

node without any child in the tree, Equation 3 still holds and

Qa = f( Sa

ST

). The sampling probability assignment based on

Equation 3 guarantees Property 2. In addition, the design leads

to the following desirable property.

Property 3 (Sampling-Fairness) There exists a φ > 0, such
that for any smartphone a, a’s sampling probability should be
no less than φ · Sa

ST

.

Proof: For a node a, we have:

Qi = f(
Ssub(a)

ST

)−
∑

l∈chd(a)

f(
Ssub(l)

ST

= (
1

ST

)(1+δ)
· β((

∑

l∈chd(a)

SSub(l) + Sa)
(1+δ)

−
∑

l∈chd(a)

(SSub(l))
(1+δ)) + (1− β)

Sa

ST

.

Since (( 1
ST

)(1+δ) · β((
∑

l∈chd(a) SSub(l) + Sa)
(1+δ) −∑

l∈chd(a)(SSub(l))
(1+δ)) ≥ 0, we have: Qa ≥ (1 − β) Sa

ST
.

Therefore, our design satisfies property 3 with φ = (1− β).

In the case in which multiple nodes are selected for one

round of strategic sampling, the same sample selection process

can be applied multiple times. When a smartphone a has

been selected to be a sampling point, the subtree rooted at

a will be marked and excluded from subsequent rounds of

selection. If all subtrees have been marked but more sampling

points are needed, the selection will restart with the marked

nodes (not the whole subtree) removed. In each round of

strategic sampling, since the sampling probabilities for root

and excluded nodes are 0, each eligible node will be selected

with an adjusted probability of Qa∑
i∈E

Qi

with E being the

set of all nodes in T that have not been excluded yet. The

adjustment of sampling probabilities only affects those eligible

nodes: The adjusted assignment still satisfies the desirable

properties. Algorithm 1 summarizes the strategic sampling

process.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We validate the proposed lottery-tree-based strategic sam-

pling mechanism with simulations driven by a real-world

collected dataset.

A. Methodology

We used the dataset from the Wireless Topology Discovery

(WTD) project1 in our simulation.

The dataset consists of traces collected from UC San Diego

freshmen for an 11-week period. The traces were collected

with Wi-Fi-enabled PDAs, periodically recording the MAC

address of associated APs. The students participating in this

experiment, though coming from different majors, resided in

the same university housing facility. Therefore, the traces

capture the mobility and connectivity patterns of a group of

users in a relatively short period of time [15].

We converted the periodic beacon records into a series

of association/disassociation events; these events were then

replayed in a customized simulator implemented with Perl.

The simulator allowed us to obtain the reachability between

devices, find the best-friend links, and construct the lottery

tree.

We compared the proposed strategic sampling based on

lottery tree with the purely random sampling, which samples

each smartphone with equal probability. Figure 2 contrasts

the probabilities derived from the lottery tree with that of the

uniform distribution: Unlike the uniform distribution used in

1http://sysnet.ucsd.edu/wtd/data download/wtd data release.tgz
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(b) Random sampling by uniform
distribution.

Fig. 2: Unlike the uniform distribution used in random sampling, the prob-
abilities used in strategic sampling is derived from the lottery tree and vary
among different nodes.

the random sampling, the probabilities derived from the lottery

tree, which is used in the strategic sampling, vary among

different nodes.

We adopted the Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR)

model [16] from epidemiology in simulating malware prop-

agation and sampling. Sampling nodes were first randomly

selected with the probabilities specified by the (strategic or

random) sampling rule; initially infected nodes were uniformly

selected from the rest of the nodes. All other nodes were

initially susceptible to the malware. When the simulation

began, two types of status change took place when nodes

came into contact with each other through AP co-location:

1) A susceptible node that came into contact with an infected

node would be infected; 2) an infected node that came into

contact with a sampling node would be sampled and patched,

and became immune to the malware. The simulation were

repeated over 200 times for each setting (a given number of

sampling/initially infected nodes) to bring forth the effect of

different sampling probabilities.

B. Results

We compared the efficiency and effectiveness, as defined

and explained below, of the different sampling methods.

1) Efficiency: We measured the efficiency of a sampling

method by the delay between the epidemic outbreak and the

first detection: The shorter the delay is, the more efficient the

sampling method is. Figure 3 shows the simulation result,

in boxplot [17], with different number of sampling/initially

infected nodes.

The number of initially infected nodes increases from left

to right; the number of sampling nodes increases from top to

bottom. The result indicates that increasing sampling/initially

infected nodes led to a decrease of the delay: Sampling nodes

and initially infected nodes were more likely to come into

contact early if there were more of them initially.

In all cases shown in Figure 3, strategic sampling based on

lottery tree had an overall shorter detection delay in compari-

son with random sampling based on uniform distribution. The

difference is more pronounced with more sampling nodes, i.e.,

from top to down in Figure 3. An explanation is that, with

more sampling nodes, more topologically important nodes

would be chosen for checking by the strategic sampling rule
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Fig. 3: Efficiency measured by the delay between the epidemic outbreak
and the first detection. Log-scale is employed for clearer presentation: If the
epidemic breaks out at time 0 and the first infection is detected at time T , delay
on the y axis is defined as log10(T + 1). The shorter the delay is, the more
efficient the sampling method is. The number of initial infected smartphones
is 1, 10, and 20 from left to right; the number of chosen smartphones for
sampling is 1, 10, and 20 from top to bottom.

based on the lottery tree and, hence, the epidemic could be

detected sooner.

2) Effectiveness: We measured the effectiveness of a sam-

pling method by the number of infected nodes still undetected,

or missed, by the end of a round of simulation: The fewer get

missed, the more effective the sampling method is. Figure 4

shows the simulation result in a way similar to Figure 3.

The result indicates that more sampling nodes led to fewer

infected nodes were missed in detection, and more initially

infected nodes led to more infected nodes were missed in

detection; both agree with intuition.

Similar to the efficiency result, in all cases shown in

Figure 4, strategic sampling based on lottery tree missed fewer

infected nodes in comparison with random sampling based on

uniform distribution. The difference is more pronounced with

more initially infected nodes: Infected nodes were more likely

to evade detection if there were more of them initially.

In summary, simulation results indicate that strategic sam-

pling based on lottery tree are more efficient and effective than

random sampling based on uniform distribution.

V. RELATED WORKS

Employees desire BYOD [18]. However, security chal-

lenges [19, 20] for BYOD demand novel solutions [21]. This

paper presents an efficient and effective solution to the mobile

malware problem [22] in BYOD.

Recently, mobile malware has received attention from both

the general public [2] and the research community [22] due

to recent security incidents, such as the Dream Droid mobile

malware [2]. The mobile malware can be used for a variety of
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Fig. 4: Effectiveness measured by the number of infected smartphones that
are still undetected (missed) by the end of the simulation. The fewer get
missed, the more effective the sampling method is. The number of initial
infected smartphones is 1, 10, and 20 from left to right; the number of chosen
smartphones for sampling is 1, 10, and 20 from top to bottom.

criminal activities, including identity and password theft [23],

launching denial-of-service attacks [24], and sending spam-

emails [25]. With emergence of BYOD, mobile malware is

likely to become a major issue in enterprise network security.

Random sampling schemes were previously used in in-

trusion and malware detection [26, 27, 28]. We propose

to identify and sample representative nodes and derive the

sampling probabilities based on a lottery tree. Lottery tree is

inspired by previous works on incentive design in distributed

systems [29, 30].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a strategic sampling scheme for

enterprise network security. We introduce the threat model

based on the unique features of the BYOD smartphones. We

present methods to extract two types of social intelligence,

reachability and similarity, from the available data in the en-

terprise environment. Each smartphone is assigned a sampling

probability commensurate to its security representativeness in

the enterprise network based on a lottery tree. The efficiency

and effectiveness of strategic sampling are validated against

publicly available, real-world collected traces.
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